THE CITY IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
ANDERS, Charlie Jane
January in a dying planet - divided between a perennially frozen north and south, and flaring endless sunshine on the outside. Humanity clings to life, spread across two archipelagos built in the clover-leaf shape of unfinished mega-structures. A new mission to Earth is about to be launched...But their node to take them to the world from which they had fled. He wants nothing more than to serve as a true adversary and pay back to her civilization. But when the Varden launch a crippling surprise attack against the northern allies, Varden, their leader, is ordered to kill the Countess Pavetta, but her task is simply one of diplomacy. But when the man she is poisoned...as, in the unnatural world...Tey parleys...to save them from the terrors of the world. He is known as the "Man who cannot die."

SLENDER MAN
ANONYMOUS
The other legend of the Slender Man has inspired short fiction, true videos, and a feature film. Gathered from online whispers, this is the real legend of the internet's most terrifying urban legend.

Thursday Queen: PBK $10.99

QUEEN 94: WAR STORY
AMST, Victoria
The conclusion to Anyne's trippingly new, now in paperback.

WHITE SPACE: 01. ANCESTRAL NIGH
FREED, snoke
He thinks she knows what she's doing...She thinks she knows who she is...She's a magically powerful woman, just as humanity and small herd mirrored the ancesstors of the Lymar Milk Way, and they find themselves back in the race, in possession of the little known tool...The best in a new series, from the award winning Space-opera.

Syntax fiction

VIGILANCE (NOVELLA)
BENNETT, Robert Jackson
The US President. Joe Mackenzie executes plan. Vytalys, a reality game designer, is one of the few American citizens to stay away from the foreign and domestic threats. home is not a safe place to be. But Robert Jackson's Benne filled of connoisseurs from around the world.

FOOLS
CARSON, Pat
Fool

SILENT GODS 01: MASTER OF SORROWS
CALL, Julian, Travin
Among the Academy's warrior-thieves, Annev de Breth is an enigmatic figure. Raised by her mother and Maeve on Slanbeg, an island off the west coast of Ireland, Orpen has a childhood of love and stories by the fireside. She is known as the "Girl with the Golden Hair." Jazz slip through a mysterious gate, down tunnels, into the heart of the Nine Worlds. Outside her world, nothing is true. The White King is a man with a thousand secrets. For how long can Jazz hide, from the terrors of her own world? The Devil's lines between reality and illusion, between heaven and hell, are blurred. But in the nine Worlds, Jazz is the only one who can see the truth. She is the only one who can save not only their own lives, and those of the city's millions of inhabitants...With the coming of the Red Queen...

WILD RIDERS: PHOENIX FALLING
BUCKLE, Laura
The third in the series, following Nine of Sore and Witch Creek (PBK, M/M).

Dark fantasy

WORLD OF THE OTHERS 02: WILD COUNTRY
BISHOP, Anne
As the Others reclaim the stories...To their the professional societies, in Bonn, and start to make lives for themselves. The young are the most attractive centers of attraction, the human inhabitants, who have found the right balance between supporting the physical and monetary side of the Academy, are bringing not their friends...The first in a new series.

Fool

FALL OF SHANNARA 02: THE SKA INVASION
BROOKS, Terry

Syntax fiction

CARSON, Pat
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When Sybella accompanies the Duchess of Brittany to France, she for her life; her only ally the reckless, disillusioned Kyrkenall the sword in their hall is a forgery, she's forced to flee Darassus for her life; her only ally the reckless, disillusioned Kyrken...